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Go Goes to Hollywood
Another centenary, of a sort

Walter Augustus de Havilland was the father of two famous film stars: O-
livia de Havilland and Joan Fontaine. He was also a go player who lived 
in Japan.

Both daughters were born in Tokyo. Walter himself was born on August 31, 
1872, in Lewisham, Kent, not far from where one member of the GoGoD 
team lives in south London, and attended school at Harrow (home of the 
other half of the GoGoD team in north London). After studying theology 
and classical languages at Cambridge, he ended up as a patent attorney. He 
went to Japan to study patent law. He made a living initially by teaching 
English at a university in Hokkaido, the remote northern island of Japan, 
but eventually became a professor of law at prestigious Waseda University 
in Tokyo.

While there he learned go and wrote a slim primer in English: The ABC of 
Go: The National War-Game of Japan published by Kelly & Walsh of Yo-
kohama and London in 1910. He was by no means the first English player 
(senior diplomat Sir Harry Parkes had frequented the school of Honinbo 
Shuho), but he was probably the first of any decent strength.

He was taught go by Yoshida Toshio, who was ranked as of 1-dan status, 
which would equate to a very strong modern amateur. A 9-stone game with 
him was published in Vol. 1 No. 11 of the magazine Gokai Shinpo. It was 
played on September 27, 1908, a hundred years ago as I write, at the Impe-
rial Hotel in Tokyo. The game also merited a brief commentary by Iwasa 
Kei 5-dan. The fact that the comments start at move 102 might normally 
indicate that de Havilland’s play up till then could be regarded as at least 
passable, but some fuseki moves will make you grimace. In fact, it be-
comes clear that Iwasa saw de Havilland as something of a dog that could 
walk on its hind legs.

We give the commentary below. Unfortunately, although Iwasa was noted 
for his flawless memory in replaying games, the game record is far from 
flawless, and there is some doubt about the result. White suppposedly won 
by three points. The record below is a best guess.

Go was to remain important to de Havilland after this, and he is shown 
playing the game in a photograph in the autobiography of Joan Fontaine 
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The Power of Words
In the beginning was the Word. And there are many go concepts we don’t 
properly understand until we have a good word for them. However, words 
can go further and entertain as well as instruct.

We have all learned well or derived enjoyment from terms such as tur-
tleshell, avalanche joseki, carpenter’s square. Yet there are many, many 
more where they came from. Here is a small selection, starting with my 
favorites.

I like the imagery of the Japanese 薬缶の蛸 (yakan no tako) or “octopus 
in a kettle”, which refers to bottling up a struggling group that tries to stick 
limbs out everywhere. Equally evocative is 豚の子 (buta no ko) “piglet”. 
This refers to a small group which, if attacked, might be easily caught but 
provide little bacon. The best course is to fatten it before slaughtering it. In 
other words, make groups heavy before attacking them.

The pig also turns up in old Chinese go. What we call the tripod group ap-
pears there as the 小猪嘴 (xiaozhuzui) or “small boar’s snout”, or you can 
go the whole hog and have the 大猪嘴 (dazhuzui) or “large boar’s snout”—
our J-group.

Animals often appear on the go board. Sometimes they appear in them. A 
木野狐 (bokuyako) or “wooden fox” was a whimsical name for a go (or 
shogi) board. In Japanese folklore, when people did things others might not 
approve of, such as playing go too much, they claimed that a fox had taken 
possession of them. The fox was supposed to have the ability to take on the 
shape of various objects as a means of disguise before pouncing. We have 
all been bewitched by our go boards, but maybe the mouse is the modern 
equivalent.

The Great Wall fuseki has been a 
popular choice on the servers, and 
there are other names for opening ar-
rangements. The Big Dipper constel-
lation turns up a lot in the Chinese 
classics in names for problems, but it 
is also used for a kind of seven-stone 
handicap.

This will make more sense if you 
know the middle character of the 
Chinese name 北斗棋 (beidouqi).
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The Mystic Emperor, Go Seigen

In December 2002, the GoGoD team presented its first seminar. This was 
aimed at Britain’s high dan players, and was meant to be hard.

The focus was a new book called Igo no Shinri wo Saguru 
(Seeking the True Theory of Go). The book itself is hard. 
It is essentially a collection of elliptical conversations 
between O Rissei and Go Seigen, as O Rissei recorded 
his progress towards enlightenment at the feet of the 
master.

The book is very Zen-like. You have to find your own path. Clearly, the 
many writings and television lectures by Go on 21st century go were part 
of the background, but if truth be told these are all rather woolly and hard, 
too. It seems as if Go was exploiting his status as the grand old man of go 
to make provocative statements while skimping on the explanations. The 
title of the supremely gifted but go-mad ruler of Tang China seems perfect 
for Go: Xuan Zong or the Mystic Emperor.

What we hoped to do in the seminar was to put together the best brains of 
British go, to add a generous dash of database research, and to see whether 
we could make sense of what Go Seigen was talking about. We hoped to 
hear the sound of one hand clapping.

We failed. Indeed, some esteemed dan players thought that Go had lost his 
marbles. The database results were enigmatic. We needed more help. For-
tunately yet another new book by Go has come along, published early in 
2005. If anything, it is even more provocative. In the first nine moves of one 
game between Yi Ch’ang-ho and Chang Hao, four are criticized. The differ-
ence this time is that Go adds some decent explanations for his comments.

Before we look at this new book, we will give an example of Go’s provoca-
tion from the seminar, and also add some comments on 21st century go.

First the provocation.



Are the Joseki Books Wrong?
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This is a somewhat convoluted story, but will, we think, lead to something 
new for most of you. In short, you have probably heard of the legendary 
joseki dictionary Igo Daijiten but will even more probably not have seen it. 
We are about to offer a glimpse.

First, however, how did we get there?

We were working through the Kido yearbook for 1987 when the old-fash-
ioned headline 紺屋の白袴 (konya no shirobakama) over a game caught 
the eye. The “dyer’s white trousers” was clearly not a normal go scenario.

A quick scan of the commentary proved especially interesting to a linguist, 
because it showed that this proverb was apparently being wrongly under-
stood. Its traditional meaning is that the dyer leaves his own trousers last to 
be dyed—and of course they never get done. An English equivalent, just as 
old fashioned, is “the shoemaker’s wife is always worst shod”.

Here, however, the writer clearly had in mind an image of a dyer with 
white trousers that end up getting splashed—more along the lines of “the 
biter bit” or “people in glass houses”. This was evident because the point 
of the commentary was that White, Abe Yoshiteru 8-dan, was famous for 
his knowledge of joseki, whereas Black, Sakai Takeshi 9-dan, was just as 
well known for his scorn for joseki. In this case, Abe had played a tesuji 
in a well known joseki that, said the commentary, is given in all the joseki 
books but is actually a wrong order of moves (and Sakai punished it). Bear-
ing in mind Rin Kaiho’s dictum (to an amateur boasting he had found the 
right moves, only in the wrong order) that “go is the right order of moves”, 
we deemed this worthy of further investigation.

The easy first step was a database check. If it was a mistake, it was a mis-
take other pros had made, though on balance more did make the right order 
of moves.

The next step was to check the claim that the joseki books were in error, 
starting with the most recent. Several did not mention the joseki at all. 
Jungsuk in Our Time (2000) gave it a couple of pages, which suggests it has 
been looked at by modern Korean pros. It perpetuates the “error”. Ishida’s 
Dictionary of Basic Joseki (1977) likewise. The Joseki Shojiten (1966), 
also.


